
Color Practice 
ANSWERS

Level 1 : Lets see what you remember! Match the following colors with their meanings. 
Yellow I am done with this section!
Green I have a MEGA question and can not move forward
Orange This is what I am currently working on 
Blue I have a question, but I can continue my learning while I wait 
Red I need a Teacher Signature 

Level 2 : Identify which colors belong in each section of the Tracking Page. 

Front Tracking Page Colors __GREEN_______________
__BLUE________________

Question & Support Section ___ORANGE_____________
___RED________________
___YELLOW_____________

(Cause & Effect) Fill in the blank below. 
If you see a Red or Yellow, you should … Pause what your doing and go help your peer!
If you need a teacher signature, you should … change to Orange and move forward (if possible)
If you change another students information, you should … (1) change it back, (2)apologize to the 
student, and (3) Let the teacher know. 
If you think another student has 
changed your information, you should … Tell the teacher of your concern

(Predict)  Lilly has changed her name to Yellow, but has not yet typed her question in the 
comment section. From the options below, circle the yellow questions that Lily may have.  

“I need to use the restroom.” “Can I start my Quiz?”

  “I don’t understand the way the question is phrased for number 1.” “What did you do this weekend?

“Can I work with a Partner on this?”      “I don’t understand this at all. I am so confused.” 

Pause Here to Check your Answers BEFORE moving on! 

The answer will always be 
YES! If you are ready, do it!

This is a Red Question!

Feel free to ask this in passing! I’d 
love to hear about your weekend and 

chat any time! 
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